Welcome to the 2015 FaceBase Annual Meeting at USC

January 8-9, 2015
FaceBase Goals (from FaceBase Consortium inauguration meeting in 2009)

1. Empowering the Biomedical Research Community
2. Exploring High-throughput Technology
3. Placing a Greater Emphasis on Global Health
4. Putting Science to Work
5. Translational Research
Some key issues…

1. Data submission to the hub and metadata information (imaging, bioinformatics …)

2. How to integrate new data with existing data at the hub and to promote the utility of data at FaceBase? (DB, GRC, AADR/IADR, and others)

3. Hub/spoke and spoke/spoke interactions. Identification of a few key areas to highlight the unique opportunities in the FaceBase Consortium

4. How to increase the translational value of our data at FaceBase? Connecting basic research with clinical diseases in order to improve craniofacial health care
Enjoy the meeting